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On September 22, 2016 Eno River Media announced the 2015 Cardinal Vendor Certificate recipients.
The Cardinal Vendor Certificate is given to North Carolina companies in recognition of outstanding service to the
North Carolina movie and television industry and Eno River Media Production as a Vendor of Choice for 2015
The following companies are the 2015 winners of the Cardinal Vendor Certificate:
Bob Morrow, Publisher
Triangle Arts and Entertainment
Aravind Ragupathi
Zoning Media
Vistaprint USA, Incorporated
Brandon Yow
Ideas of Design
Living Arts College
Toron Rodgers
NINE25 Productions
John Kearns, Jr
John Kearns, Jr Productions
LaMont Johnson
Chiekoalice Films
Stewart Nelsen
SECONDSONFILM
Justin Perry
Lucid Reality Productions
Steven Grove
Golden Apple Music Productions
Shelly Booker
Shelly Booker Photography
Tony Adams
Adams and Associates Government Relations

Ron Cooper
Kaleigh Group Entertainment
Anthony Dowling, Executive Director of ERMP states; "Our sincere appreciation extends to each of these
companies and their staff for their dedication to the movie and television industry of North Carolina."

About Eno River Media
Eno River Media, established in 1999 as a North Carolina nonprofit organization, strives to educate the film and
television workforce to be pioneers of industry by providing exceptional education, enhancing business
connections, and increasing public awareness.
Working with a network of industry professionals, Eno River Media supports efforts to establish more full time
independent media industry jobs and create a stronger, permanent film economy through professional
development education.
About the Cardinal Vendor Certificate
ERMP chooses several businesses annually that contribute substantially to projects conducted throughout our
year. These successful businesses do not exist in isolation. They must endeavor to enrich the community in
which they live. They understand and are responsive to the societies in which they do business. They
communicate a sense of belonging to their neighbors. Art is a form of communication, and the arts express the
ideas of society in which they are produced.
It is in and through the arts that a community views its past, speaks about what matters to it in the present, and
envisions its future. One cannot pursue culture as one can happiness, because culture determines the
boundaries of the kind of life one might regard as worth pursuing. ERMP thanks these chosen businesses for
their enthusiastic support of the arts and especially our recent projects. Without their direct support, our
projects would never happen.
We appreciate their hard work and generosity on our behalf. ERMP is pleased to identify these businesses as an
Eno Vendor of Choice for this year. May these businesses continue to succeed and, by example, encourage
others to pursue and support the arts!

